Obama’s And Clinton’s Treason, Crimes
And Corruption Causing Unprecedented
Alarm In USA. Obama And Clinton Torn To
Shreds Politically!
By Sorcha Faal
A fascinating Security Council (SC) report circulating in the Kremlin
today details a lengthy exchange held during today’s meeting
between Members President Putin and Chairwoman of the
Council of Federation Valentina Matviyenko wherein “alarms”
were expressed relating to recent communications held between
Chairwoman Matviyenko and former US Secretary of State
Hillary Clinton (Matviyenko and Clinton are long time comrades)
regarding the 2010 “deal” made between Russia and the Obama
regime for the release of Masterspy “N”—and who was previously
identified as being Foreign Intelligence Service (SVR) “deep cover
operative” Lidiya Guryev—whose now legendary exploits allowed
her to penetrate the most secure regions of the American
government to such an extent, a widely popular US television series,
titled “The Americans”, was created in her honor. [Note: Some
words and/or phrases appearing in quotes in this report are English
language approximations of Russian words/phrases having no exact
counterpart.]

SVR Masterspies “N” (right) and “A” (left) whose American deep cover names were Cynthia and
Richard Murphy, and their 2 US citizen children

US television show “The Americans” fictionally depicts the life of Masterspy “N”

According to this report, as part of its “normal tradecraft protocol”,
the SVR, in the mid 1990’s, continued its infiltration into America of
“deep cover operatives” meant to act as “silent alarms” should the
US begin either covert or open hostilities against the Federation—
and whom among them was the highly trained Masterspy “N”—
who was paired with Masterspy “A” and began their American lives
as Cynthia and Richard Murphy—and whose success of this “deep
cover operation” saw Masterspy “N” penetrate into the highest
reaches of the Democratic Party by her close personal relationship
with New York financier Alan Patricof—and that led to her, then,
gaining direct access to Hillary Clinton.
Unknown to Masterspy “N”, though, this report continues, in 2004,
Bush regime FBI counterintelligence operatives had begun
penetrations against a number of SVR “deep cover operatives” living
in the US—with these FBI penetrations continuing under the Obama
regime that took power in 2009—but when the full extent of
Masterspy “N” having compromised Hillary Clinton began to be
fully known, this SVR “deep cover operatives” network was arrested
on 27 June 2010—with the FBI reporting about it publically on 28
June 2010—and who documented their breaking of this SVR spy
ring in their
“Operation Ghost Stories” and their “Illegals
Program” indictment.

Masterspy “N” (top left) and her SVR “deep cover” cohorts arrested by FBI on 27 June 2010

FBI diagram of communication links between SVR (Moscow Centre “C”) and their “deep cover
operatives” in America

Using long established protocols created in the early 1960’s for the
Francis Gary Powers and Rudolf Ivanovich Abel “spy swap”, and
intended to keep “unforeseen hostilities” from breaking out between
the US and Russia over captured military and/or intelligence
assests, this report details, on 10 May 2010, then Secretary of
State Hillary Clinton opened a “communication dialog” with
Valentina Matviyenko regarding the impending FBI takedown of
the SVR’s “deep cover operatives” in America—and with Clinton
and Matviyenko having had a long-term personal relationship since
then First Lady Clinton’s 1998 visit to Moscow in the aftermath of
her husbands being forced to admit to having sexually abused a
young White House intern when they first met, this type of “back
channel” contact conformed to past instances of such contacts
regarding “grave/serious” matters.

Close personal comrades Hillary Clinton (left) and Valentina Matviyenko (right)

Upon being contacted by Secretary of State Clinton, this report
continues, Valentina Matviyenko, working with the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs (MoFA), established the initial protocols for the “spy
swap” between America and Russia—and that would see these 10
SVR “deep cover operatives” being exchanged in Vienna (Austria)
for 4 CIA “assests” held by Russia—but that was not fully
implemented until early July (2010).

As to the conditions imposed upon Russia by Secretary Clinton in
order to fully effectuate this “spy swap”, however, this report details,
she first stated that her husband, former President Bill Clinton,
would arrive in Moscow a few days prior to the FBI taking down the
SVR’s “deep cover operatives” in America—with Clinton then
demanding that her husband be granted a private meeting with
President Putin, to be followed by his being granted immediate
access to top ROSATOM officials—and that in order to ensure the
“proper care” of these Russian spies once they were in the custody
of the FBI, former President Clinton should be “gifted” with a
“substantial award” too.
Immediately after Secretary Clinton made these demands, and as
US government records now show, former President Clinton
applied to wife’s State Department for permission to meet with, at
least, 15 ROSATOM nuclear officials, this report continues, with him
then arriving in Moscow on 27 June 2010—and the following day,
28 June, when the FBI announced their arrest of the SVR’s “deep
cover operatives”, his being granted a private meeting with
President Putin, and his, also, receiving a $500,000 “speaking fee
gift”—and that was added to the over $48 million in other such
“speaking fee gift” shakedowns he had gained during his wife
Hillary’s tenure as Secretary of State, and who had personally
approved 215 of them.

As to why former President Clinton wanted a private meeting with
President Putin and top Russian nuclear officials, this report
explains, was due to ROSATOM having announced in the weeks

prior to the FBI taking down the SVR’s “deep cover operatives” in
America its desire to take a majority stake in Uranium One—a
Canadian based company owning vast mineral reserves in
Kazakhstan, and owner, too, of nearly 20% of the uranium reserves
in America.
In the “deal/scheme” presented by President Clinton to President
Putin, though, this report continues, instead of ROSATOM just
acquiring a 51% majority stake in Uranium One, this entire
company (including its uranium assests in the US) could be bought
by Russia—and that Secretary Clinton would quickly approve,
provided a “proper” compensation was made to the Clinton
Foundation—and that amounted to over $145 million.

With American companies being long known for their vast bribery
“deal/schemes”, and the Clinton’s “pay-to-play” crimes being
commonplace and virtually unreported on even when exposed, this
report notes, the Security Council assented to President Clinton’s
demands—a decision made due entirely to fears that if Secretary
Clinton wasn’t pleased, Masterspy “N” and her SVR comrades
under arrest in America would be gravely harmed, most of whom
were parents of young children—and whose shocking “Clinton
Death List” attests to these fears being well placed.

In a “normal/expected” time period of events following this 2010
“deal/scheme” made with Hillary Clinton, this report continues, both
Security Council and SVR experts agreed its future impact would
be minimal as Clinton was sure to be coroneted as the presidentsuccessor to Obama, and whom no one would believe would
expose her own crimes—but who, instead of being met with praise
and accolades as she “rode” towards Washington D.C. and her
eventual triumph, was met by a force more powerful than herself—
Donald Trump.
And in Clinton’s fearing that Trump would win over her, and
knowing that her vast criminal organization would be exposed for all
to see if that happened, this report details, last July (2016) she
requested that ROSATOM Director-General Alexey Likhachov
meet with an associate of Sir John Scarlett—with Scarlett being
the former Chief of the British Secret Intelligence Service (MI6)—
and his associate Clinton wanted Likhachov to meet being
Scarlett’s former Russia Desk protégé Christopher Steele.
With both ROSATOM and MI6 being “participant parties” to the
highly successful “Megatons to Megawatts Programme”, this
report explains, it was considered a normal function for a meeting to
be held between Director-General Likhachov and Christopher
Steele as Hillary Clinton requested—especially in light of her telling
Likhachov that this meeting was in anticipation of making future
such agreements between Russia and the US when she became
president.
Not known, however, to Director-General Likhachov, as this report
explains, was that Christopher Steele was not operating in his MI6
official duty capacity, but as a “covert agent” who was a part of vast
criminal conspiracy ran by Hillary Clinton, the Obama regime, and
former FBI Director James Comey to destroy Trump by their
creation of a fake intelligence document know known as the
“Russian Dossier”

In the Federal Security Service (FSB) interrogation notes of
Director-General Likhachov relating to his July 2016 meeting in
Moscow with Christopher Steele, this report continues, he testified
that he had no knowledge of the true and sinister purpose behind
what was occurring—with his, also, stating that no one could have
believed that the FBI was working as an extension of the Hillary
Clinton presidential campaign to destroy another candidate as this
has never before happened in America history.
To all Director-General Likhachov was able to “contribute” to the
fake “Russian Dossier” as the FSB determined, this report
explains, is being echoed in America too—with one such report
noting how such false documents are made:
Some indisputable and confirmable information is inevitably used to
provide credibility for a lot of speculation and false stories that were
intended to sow doubt and confusion. Gossip and rumors are
reported as fact, with the whole product being put together in such a
fashion as to appear credible to satisfy a client interested in
exploitable information rather than the truth.

As to how successful Hillary Clinton is being in covering up her
“deal/scheme” crimes abetting the release of Masterspy “N” and
her SVR “deep cover operative” comrades, this report notes, shows
her efforts are rapidly failing—and should have been expected as
President Trump, who now controls all of the power levers in
Washington, has begun his long expected counterattack against
Clinton’s forces seeking his destruction by his exposing that this
“bribery plot” existed while Clinton and Obama were in power—with
Trump’s powerful Justice Department, also, now allowing the FBI
“deep cover informant” who penetrated the SVR’s “spy ring”,
through his relationship with Masterspy Anna Vasil’yevna
Kushchyenko (aka Anna Chapman), to testify before the US
Congress.

Masterspy Anna Vasil’yevna Kushchyenko caused takedown of SVR “spy ring” by meeting with
FBI “deep cover informant” who is expected to soon testify before the US Congress

This report concludes by noting President Putin, this past
December (2016), ordered the SVR intelligence files on all of these
Hillary Clinton matters to be provided to Israel’s Institute for
Intelligence and Special Operations (MOSSAD) in order to
mitigate future harm coming against the Federation—and that
immediately after receiving them, caused Director Yossi Cohen to
rush to Trump’s side for a secret meeting about what was contained
in them—with MOSSAD, also, and just hours ago, issuing a not-sosubtle intelligence update through their Arutz Sheva news service
about how grave this situation now is—and whose report they titled
“Obama's Felony: 'Sitting' On The ROSATOM Nuclear Crimes”—
and whose dangers of are being warned about by former US
Speaker of the House Newt Gingrich, too.

